
WELCOME TO

Nature Preserve & Wildlife Sanctuary

Please respect Mother Nature by not littering and keep to the 
marked trails. That way, all visitors will be able to enjoy this 
unique environment and its natural beauty for years to come. 
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The dam and rapids here were constructed in summer 2016 to repair 
damage done by flooding in 2011 and 2014. Successive 300-year high 
water events in those years blew out this creek channel, lowering the 
pond above by about 40cm (16inches).  The restored pond is now home 
to many turtles, frogs, birds, and other wildlife, thriving in the greater 
overall depth.  In Spring, watch for small fishes in the pools below as 
they attempt to navigate up the rapids from the Assiniboine; those that 
succeed will live in the pond for a time, feeding on insect larvae, algae, 
and protozoa, before returning to the river by winter.  Four species of frogs 
call here every spring … Wood Frog, Boreal Chorus Frog, Grey Treefrog,
and the endangered Northern Leopard Frog. 
By end of summer, the pond often runs low on oxygen and has an 
unpleasant smell, caused by runoff of lawn fertilizer and other chemicals 
from Lorne Avenue street sewers.  Before 1950 it was clean and pure, 
fed only by water from Treesblood Spring.  The City of Brandon saved 
sewer construction costs … the habitat here paid the price.  Watch for 
Common Snapping Turtles, Great-Blue Herons, and many species of 
ducks.  The fishing at the outlet below can be very good, as big river fish 
congregate to feast on their smaller cousins, all drawn in by the flowing 
water of the creek.
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Treesblood  
Pond & Rapids
The dam and rapids here were constructed in summer 2016 to repair 
damage done by flooding in 2011 and 2014. Successive 300-year high 
water events in those years blew out this creek channel, lowering the 
pond above by about 40cm (16inches). The restored pond is now home to 
many turtles, frogs, birds, and other wildlife, thriving in the greater overall 
depth.  In Spring, watch for small fishes in the pools below as they attempt 
to navigate up the rapids from the Assiniboine; those that succeed will 
live in the pond for a time, feeding on insect larvae, algae, and protozoa, 
before returning to the river by winter. Four species of frogs call here 
every spring… Wood Frog, Boreal Chorus Frog, Grey Treefrog, and the 
endangered Northern Leopard Frog. By end of summer, the pond often 
runs low on oxygen and has an unpleasant smell, caused by runoff of lawn 
fertilizer and other chemicals from Lorne Avenue street sewers. Before 
1950 it was clean and pure, fed only by water from Treesblood Spring. The 
City of Brandon saved sewer construction costs… the habitat here paid 
the price. Watch for Common Snapping Turtles, Great-Blue Herons, and 
many species of ducks. The fishing at the outlet below can be very good, 
as big river fish congregate to feast on their smaller cousins, all drawn in by 
the flowing water of the creek.
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This grove of mature MB maple (Acer negundo) produces sap for maple 
syrup at Treesblood Farm each spring.  Many unique birds live here, 
including the Yellow-throated Vireo, Broad-winged Hawk, and Great  
Crested Flycatcher.  Since flood waters lingered here for many weeks in 
2011 and 2014, a lot of big leaning maples are slowly falling over, leaving 
clearings in the canopy for younger trees to fill.  

There are many standing dead trees (snags) in this wood … please leave 
them as you find them.  Some people harvest snags for firewood, thinking 
that they’re already dead and serve no purpose.  But snags are among the 
most important trees in the woods, because they are the birds’ first choice 
for home building.  

Woodpeckers, chickadees and nuthatches all excavate homes in snags, 
and their abandoned cavities serve many other creatures … mice, 
squirrels, bats, even owls and ducks.  

How many woodpecker apartments can you spot in snags on this walk? 

1.  Treesblood Pond & Rapids
2.  Cathedral Grove
3.  ‘Honey-wagon’ Shed
4.  Faces of the Trees
5.  Ancient Oaks Loop
6.  Ancestor Tree
7.        Pond & Wetland Regeneration
8.  Spurge & Saskatoons
D.G.   Dana’s Garden (Native Prairie)    
L.O.   Legacy Orchard
9.  Railway Sugar Bush
10.  Treesblood Spring

Treesblood Rapids Cathedral Grove
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This shed was constructed pre-1940 as the dumping site for domestic 
waste when Brandon had only outdoor privy toilets.  The rear section of 
the concrete floor is a large funnel; above, there is a tank to hold river 
water for flushing.  

Waste was collected on a tank carriage, euphemistically called a “honey 
wagon,” which was originally horse-drawn, and later motorized.  Waste 
was dumped into the river here, downstream of Brandon town site.  

When flush toilets came on the scene, the tank carriage was replaced with 
a sewer pipe, whose concrete terminus is visible alongside the “Honey-
wagon” outlet pipe on the riverbank out behind.  Today the sewer carries 
only storm water, as domestic waste goes separately to the Brandon 

Waste Treatment Plant before heading to a lagoon system for   
purification.  Some may say the old waste disposal system is unsustainable, 
but are we polluting the river less today than we did back then?

This is one of Brandon’s oldest groves of Bur Oak (Quercus macrocarpa) … 
many of these trees are over 250 years of age.  

A hundred years before the first white settlers saw Brandon, these oaks 
stood sentinel here as Plains Grizzly, Black Bear, Cougar, and Wolf roamed 
the Assiniboine corridor, a five-mile wide band of deciduous riparian (river 
bank) forest.  

Oaks, having thick bark, are fire-resistant trees, so they came to anchor 
the climax forest community along many prairie rivers.  AFFI harvests oak 
seedlings here to use in our tree planting … a great natural source of bio-
diverse genetics.  

Enjoy the quiet calm in the presence of these majestic spirits … this is a 
special place to meditate and feel at one with nature.

‘Honey-wagon’ Shed

Ancient Oaks Loop
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There are many old fencing scars in the oaks along the property line 
here, where four strands of barbed wire marked the edge of the Jackson 
Pig Farm for many years.  

To save costs, ranchers sometimes use trees as fence posts; but strands of 
wire ignored for many years can become overgrown by the trees, causing 
internal infection and disease.  

Maple and ash trees used like this do not survive long … only oaks are 
able to compartmentalize internal injury.  But these oaks are not really 
thriving … watch for their grimacing faces along the east side “fence-line” 
of the roadway here.  

Can you see the last small strands of barbed wire poking out of horizontal 
scars as the trees slowly try to grow over them?

Every oak grove has an ancestor at its center, a tree larger and older than 
the others, often with a vertical trunk and spreading crown that dominates 
the surrounding forest canopy.  Here is the ancestor in this grove … how 
many people does it take to join hands around it?  Try it, you may discover 
that tree hugging is actually a very interesting experience!  

Unfortunately, this ancestor’s days are numbered.  High on the east side is 
a hole from a branch scar that did not heal properly; today it is the entry 
to a luxury penthouse squirrel apartment!  But because the center of the 
tree is now wide open to fungal spores, it is slowly rotting from the inside 
out and lacks vigorous growth in the crown.  

The trunk of this ancestor is still strong, but when it falls it will be left 
untouched here as it would in nature, ultimately forming a “nurse 
log” covered in mosses and lichens from which young trees will take 
nourishment at the start of their lives.

‘Honey-wagon’ Shed Faces of the Trees

Ancient Oaks Loop Ancestor Tree
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This site marks the mouth of an ancient creek that flowed for thousands 
of years through woods on the landscape to the southeast, land that was 
clear cut and used as pasture soon after Brandon incorporated. 

Today, with the native forest no longer present, water only flows here in 
early April when the snow melt ‘freshet’ runs off into the Assiniboine River. 
AFFI has conducted feasibility studies into building an earthen dam here 
to harvest this annual water loss, creating a pond and wetland ecosystem 
on the upstream side. Keeping 100% of annual precipitation on the land is 
the first and most important step in regenerating natural habitat. 

Once built, a pond here will anchor a biodiverse ecosystem while, at the 
same time, stabilizing the water table and promoting the  regrowth of trees.  
It will also provide a pristine home for the endangered Northern Leopard 
Frog (Lithobates pipiens) that has been documented here. The results of 
our studies have been positive … watch for upcoming announcements on 
a campaign to achieve this ambitious and beautiful vision.

Welcome to the sweetest part of the food forest … the Railway Sugar Bush 
… where maples produce huge volumes of sap for maple syrup.  Watch for 
Dave’s sugar shack and woodshed just to the north as you walk the trail.  

This is where Treesblood Farm maple syrup is cooked each spring during 
“le temps des sucres” at the end of March.  Keep an eye peeled for the 
Ancestor Oak in each grove ahead … can you pick it out?  Deer originally 
made all the AFFI woodland trails that you are following.  Our job as trail 
builders was easy … we used the pre-existing trails, clearing them of 
deadfall, removing small obstacles, and spreading wood chips.  

Since deer like to travel fast under cover but still be able to see what’s 
chasing them, their trails usually follow the highest ridges through the 
woods.  Watch for Anglewing butterflies in the evening as they absorb 
rays of sunlight to power their mating flights.  After soaking up energy 
for a minute or two, they leap into action when another butterfly cruises 
overhead!

Creek Mouth  
Wetland Regeneration

Railway Sugar Bush

Pond & Wetland 
Regeneration
This site marks the mouth of an ancient creek that flowed for thousands of 
years through deciduous forest to the south-east. In Brandon’s early years the 
woods were clear cut for timber, and the land was then used as cattle pasture 
until the 1960s.

Today, with the native forest no longer present, water only flows here in 
April when a river of snow melt water runs off onto the Assiniboine ice. We 
want to build an earthen dam in the draw here to harvest this annual water 
loss, creating a pond and wetland on the upstream side, just as countless 
generations of beavers have done in the past on this very spot. Retaining 
100% of annual precipitation on the land is the first and most important step 
in regenerating natural habitat, and in food production through permaculture 
design.

A pond here would anchor a thriving, bio-diverse wetland ecosystem while, 
at the same time, stabilizing the water table and promoting the growth 
of trees and tree crops. It would also provide a pristine new home for the 
endangered Northern Leopard Frog (Lithobates pipiens) that still survives 
in the neighbourhood. Our feasibility studies have been positive… watch 
for upcoming announcements on a campaign to achieve this ambitious and 
beautiful vision for Brandon’s families of the future.
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This field is our release area for Leafy Spurge flea beetles, insects that 
attack the Leafy Spurge plant, a European invasive species that is taking 
over many pastures in Manitoba.  

We hope that our beetles will thrive and have many offspring, so that the 
food forest project can be a source of beetles for others who are trying to 
control Spurge in their fields.  Notice the low shrubs to the east … these 
are almost all Saskatoon plants!  

Deer graze the shrubs each winter, keeping them low.  The tall grasses 
here contain lots of Leopard Frogs, as well as the Garter Snakes that prey 
on them.  If you come on a nature walk with Dave, he might be able to 
show you some snake dens!

Water appears out of the ground here constantly every day of the year, so 
that for most birds and animals this is the local watering hole, especially 
in winter.  The water flows into Treesblood pond and wetland below,  
ultimately descending the rapids you visited earlier on the walk and into the river.  

By strange coincidence, the 17th St. East roadway ditch cuts right through 
the spring here, so that instead of following its original course through 
the woods nearby into the wetland, it now runs in a straight line to the 
north and under the roadway.  The large culverts bring water from Lorne 
Avenue storm drains above, so litter appears here constantly.  

Please help the wildlife and collect any garbage you see … be a friend of 
the forest!

Creek Mouth  
Wetland Regeneration

Spurge & Saskatoons

Railway Sugar Bush Treesblood SpringTreesblood Spring
Water appears out of the ground here constantly every day of the year, so 
that for most birds and animals this is the local watering hole, especially 
in winter. The water flows into Treesblood pond and wetland below, 
ultimately descending the rapids you visited earlier on the walk and into 
the river.

By strange coincidence, the 17th St. East roadway ditch cuts right through 
the spring here, so that instead of following its original course through the 
woods nearby into the wetland, it now runs in a straight line to the north 
and under the roadway. The large culverts bring water from Lorne Avenue 
storm drains above, so litter appears here constantly.

Please help the wildlife and collect any garbage you see … be a friend of  
the forest!
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Don’t forget to ask about our other adjoining trails!


